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EURSSEM; Co-ordination Network on
Decommissioning, EC-project

~ Aim of this work within the CND project (EC framework)
Main aim was to achieve the start of the development with
participants of a document that should describe all key issues in of
an environmental remediation project. EURSSEM

EURSSEM provides guidance on the development of a
strategy, implementation and execution program to
remediate radioactively contaminated sites.

~ Need? YES
~ Why? Driver was to develop a consistent guidance.
~ Relevant documents cover a large time span, change of
vision over time, new gained experiences, new
developments in techniques and materials, ….deals in
general with one main topic.
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EURSSEM: Why?
Overview of IAEA relevant ER documents
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EURSSEM: Why?
Overview of IAEA relevant ER documents
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EURSSEM: Why?
Overview of the document topics at the US-ITRC website.
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EURSSEM: Why?
Overview of the document topics at the US-ITRC website.
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EURSSEM; How established

~ Combining literature:
-

IAEA;
MARSSIM (2002);
CIRIA Safegrounds;

ITRC;
…….

Member states – consensusUS Regulator/Agencies
UK Nuclear Industry and
Defense sites
US Regulator

~ Approach:
-

Service point of view, document free of names/pointers to
commercial organizations, governmental regulations, etc.
Leading strategies, leading practical option(s), etc.; all
strategies, practical options ….. no judging.
Applicable for all stakeholders involved in processes to
remediate or restore radioactively contaminated sites for
restricted or unrestricted (re)use.
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EURSSEM; Contents
Guidance is provided on:
~ Designing a remediation program; major steps;
~ Stakeholder involvement;
~ Historical site assessment;
~ Risk assessment;
~ Health physics, safety, and environmental protection plan;
~ Site characterization plan;
~ Remediation plan;
~ Waste management and transport of radioactive materials
plan;
~ Stewardship;
~ Record keeping;
~ Archive for future referencing;
~ ……
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NORM in the recast EC BSS
~ Present EU BSS issued in 1996 [Euratom 96/29];
~ Includes special provisions concerning exposure to
NORM, however some exposures where also excluded;
~ It addressed the concept “significant increase in
exposure due to NORM”.
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NORM in the recast EC BSS
~

Recast EC BSS;
~ Includes NORM in process industries, building
materials, indoor exposure, exposure of air and space
crew;
~ However no clear levels for ER.
~ States that “that the regulatory framework for NORM
industries should essentially be the same as for other
practices with artificial nuclides”;
~ Development of Action Plans; criteria for delimitation of
radon prone areas, basis for establishing reference
levels, National authorities shall define radon prone
areas.
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NORM in the recast EC BSS
Conclusion:
~ Regulatory framework the same;
~ Reference levels will be established at a national level;
~ The process of optimization of protection ALARA has to
be applied;
~ Questionable if the recast EC BSS will prevent new
NORM legacy sites or expanding old.
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Review: EURSSEM & NORM
Guidance is provided on:
~ Designing a remediation program; major steps;
~ Stakeholder involvement;
~ Historical site assessment;
~ Risk assessment;
~ Health physics, safety, and environmental protection plan;
~ Site characterization plan;
~ Remediation plan;
~ Waste management and transport of radioactive materials
plan;
~ Stewardship;
~ Record keeping;
~ Archive for future referencing;
~ ……
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Review: EURSSEM & NORM
The review of EURSSEM should be concentrating on providing
the answer on the question:

Is existing guidance for the environmental remediation
of radioactively contaminated areas taking into account
the problems of the exhalation of radon or more generic:
exhalation of nuclides in a gasiform sufficient?
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Review: EURSSEM & NORM
Review: EURSSEM guidance on “Risk assessments”
~ Unambiguous objectives and established remediation
criteria;

~ Scenarios for the evaluation of the source term;
~ No guidance is provided on the strength and weaknesses of
these models for modeling certain nuclide-pathway
combinations or advantages from existing modeling tools.
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Review: EURSSEM & NORM
Review: EURSSEM guidance on “Site characterization”
~ Guidance on:
~ General radiological survey design aspects including
Ground gas surveys;
~ Additional guidance for “nuclides in a gasiform”:
~ Gas sampling:
~ Radon progeny measurements;
~ Radon emanation measurements.
~ Guidance is sufficient. As next to NORM the U-mining and
milling industry is still developing it is worth to follow these
developments and incorporate these in the existing
guidance.
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Review: EURSSEM & NORM
Review: EURSSEM guidance on “Remediation Plan”
~ Guidance on:
~
General guidance for defining and setting up a
remediation plan. Such a plan has four major aspects
of which:
~ Remediation approaches and techniques;
~ Implementing remediation activities.
have to reviewed for their applicability for NORM.
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Review: EURSSEM & NORM
Review: EURSSEM guidance on “Remediation Plan”
Remediation approaches and techniques
~ Guidance about options
for reuse and environmental restoration, and
selection of remediation
technologies, as:
~ Monitored nonintervention;
~ Containment or
blocking pathways;
~ Source term removal.

~ Guidance about
“Cover techniques” should be extended.
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Review: EURSSEM & NORM
Review: EURSSEM guidance on “Remediation Plan”
Implementing remediation activities

~

~

Guidance provided about:
~ Procurement of the selected technology;
~ Preparation of the site;
~ Development of a health and safety plan;
~ Development of operations procedures;
~ Staff selection and training;
~ Completion of site clean-up;
~ Verification;
~ Waste disposal;
~ Release of the site for any future use.
Based on the review: There is a need for developing guidance “how
to remediate or deal with large amounts of remains coming from the
NORM industry in a safe and sustainable way.
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Review: EURSSEM & NORM
Review: EURSSEM guidance on “Stewardship”
~ The provided guidance on Stewardship is generic, providing
assistance to select applicable activities and working these
out in details for a unique site.

~ The radon aspect applies for the NORM industry as well as
for the U-mining and milling industry. Information and
experiences at this point are valuable and needed to be
addressed more clearly and extended with the latest
information.
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Discussions and conclusion (1)

~

~

The recast EU BSS will have an influence on NORM
industries as the regulatory frame work should be the
same as for the nuclear industry. National Action Plans
should be developed including criteria for radon, ALARA,
etc. It is indistinct if this new BSS will prevent new NORM
legacy sites;
The provided guidance by EURSSEM on an
Environmental Remediation Program is consistent on
major and many detail aspects for radioactively
contaminated sites with artificial nuclides;
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Discussions and conclusion (2)

~

In the case of NORM, guidance should be extended on:
~ Modeling tools: strength and weaknesses for
nuclide-pathway combinations for gasiform
nuclides;
~ “Cover techniques”;
~ Remediation and dealing with large amounts of
remains;
~ Latest developments in the U-mining and milling
industry.
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Thank you for your attention
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